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Abstract—This paper presents a comparative analysis of the
most well-established control strategies for voltage regulation
(VR) and power smoothing (PS) in distribution grids with
distributed renewable energy sources and battery energy storage
systems (DBESSs). The main scope of this analysis is to assess the
concurrent operation of VR and PS techniques in terms of voltage
violation mitigation, DBESS utilization, smoothing capability,
etc. The examined control schemes are applied in distribution
networks consisting of sub-grids with different voltage levels,
i.e., medium-voltage (MV) and low-voltage (LV), to investigate
potential interactions between them. Quasi-static simulations are
performed on a MV-LV distribution network consisting of the
33-bus MV benchmark network and the IEEE European LV test
feeder, revealing a strong VR interaction between LV and MV
sub-grids. Moreover, the concurrent operation of VR and PS
techniques improves the VR efficacy by means of reducing the
required reactive power at the expense of DBESS utilization.

Index Terms—Battery energy storage systems, distributed gen-
eration, power smoothing techniques, voltage regulation, voltage
unbalance mitigation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Background

The proliferation of distributed renewable energy sources
(DRESs) has brought to the surface a series of technical
challenges that distribution system operators (DSOs) should
address to ensure the secure and reliable grid operation [1].
The root cause lies on the reverse power flow due to the
active power injection of DRESs and the intermittent nature of
their primary energy sources, e.g., wind and solar irradiation.
The former can lead to overvoltages, contributing also to
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the increase of voltage unbalances due to the connection
of single-phase DRESs; the latter introduces uncertainty to-
wards the planning and real-time operation of the grid. To
overcome these issues, several voltage regulation (VR) and
power smoothing (PS) techniques have been proposed in the
literature combining DRESs with distributed battery energy
storage systems (DBESSs) [2].

B. Relevant Literature

Considering VR, a promising solution is to adopt data-
driven control schemes where the output power of each
DRES/DBESS is determined by using local and/or remote
information [3]–[6]. Specifically, the authors in [3] propose
a consensus algorithm to regulate the network voltages by
controlling only the active power of DBESSs. In [4], the use of
active power is supplemented by considering also the available
reactive power of DRESs towards VR of distribution grids.
This is attained by introducing controllable Q(V )-P (V ) droop
curves which are coordinated by applying a consensus-based
distributed control scheme. In [5], voltage unbalance mitiga-
tion (VUM) is included as an additional operating objective
in the VR process. In particular, the damping conductance
concept is introduced combined with a P (V ) droop curve to
tackle potential overvoltages. In [6], an enhanced VR method
is proposed which is characterized by low computational
complexity, leading also to improved DBESS utilization and
reduced network losses. The proposed solution is implemented
in the symmetrical components domain to avoid potential
interactions between VUM and under-/over-voltage mitigation,
which is also compliant with the requirements posed by the
IEEE 1547 Standard [7].

Regarding PS techniques, DBESSs are used to cover the
mismatch between the power injected from the primary energy
source and the smoothed power provided to the grid. The
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most well-established PS techniques in the literature can be
classified into the filtering algorithms (FAs) and the ramp-rate
limitation (RRL) control schemes [8]. In the first category,
DBESS absorbs the high frequency power components of the
primary energy source which can be calculated by employing
one of the following filtering methods: moving-average (MA)
[9], low-pass filtering (LPF) [10], high-pass filtering [11],
etc. In the second category, DBESS is employed to saturate
the DRES power injected to the grid when the ramp-rate
of the primary source exceeds a predefined limit [12]. An
enhanced version of [12] is proposed in [13] where a feedback
control strategy is integrated to the RRL method to ensure
that the state-of-charge (SoC) of the DBESS returns back to
a predefined set-point.

Based on the above, it can be deduced that most of the
methods proposed in the literature address a specific type of
problem, e.g., VR, PS, etc., without evaluating their concurrent
operation. An initial attempt was made in a previous work [14],
where the concurrent provision of VR and PS is investigated.
However, a thorough analysis of the network performance is
missing, since it mainly focuses on evaluating the DBESS
degradation. Additionally, a single level distribution grid is
considered, i.e., the IEEE European low-voltage (LV) test
feeder [15], neglecting possible interactions that may occur
due to the application of these control schemes in distribution
networks consisting of sub-grids with different voltage levels,
i.e., medium-voltage (MV) and LV (MV-LV).

A few studies deal with the application of control algorithms
in MV-LV distribution networks [16]–[18]. In particular, a
centralized, optimization-based approach is proposed in [16]
for the provision of reactive power support and VR to the
transmission system. A coordinated control scheme is pro-
posed in [17], where the on-load tap changer and photovoltaic
(PV) curtailment are used as the main control means for VR
and congestion management of MV-LV distribution networks.
Finally, in [18], an optimization-based conservation voltage
reduction method is proposed to minimize the overall energy
consumption of a MV-LV distribution network. However, the
above-mentioned solutions require detailed network modeling,
hindering their application under real-field conditions.

C. Contributions

The scope of this work is twofold: (a) to investigate the
operation of the most well-established VR and PS control
strategies within a multi-services perspective and (b) to eval-
uate their performance in MV-LV distribution networks. Con-
trary to [16]–[18], data-driven VR control strategies are used,
since they are network-agnostic and are characterized by low
computational complexity. The performance of the examined
control scheme is assessed via quasi-static simulations on a
benchmark MV-LV distribution network in terms of voltage
violation mitigation, DBESS utilization, etc.

II. DATA-DRIVEN CONTROL SCHEMES

In this section, the examined data-driven control schemes
are briefly presented.

A. VR Control Strategies

Two types of VR control strategies are considered, namely
the proportional and the proportional-integral controls, that are
analyzed below. Note that, both VR methods aim at controlling
the positive-sequence network voltages as imposed by the
IEEE 1547 Standard [7].

1) Proportional control (PC): In this case, the output power
of each DRES/DBESS is proportionally adjusted with respect
to the positive-sequence voltage at the point of interconnection
(POI) with the grid. A profound example of proportional con-
trol is the Q(V ) and P (V ) piecewise droop control schemes
that have been widely used for VR studies in distribution
grids. In this paper, the combined Q(V )−P (V ) droop control
scheme of [14] is adopted, which is a modified version of
[4] in terms of replacing DRES curtailment with the storage
capability of DBESSs.

2) Proportional-integral control (PIC): The key compo-
nent of this VR control strategy is the introduction of a
proportional-integral controller. Scope of this controller is to
determine the output power of the DRES/DBESS that elimi-
nates the difference between the actual measured POI voltage
and a reference value. This solution is usually combined with
a central controller that coordinates the DRES/DBESS to
achieve system-wide objectives, e.g., minimization of network
losses. In this paper, the solution presented in [6] is adopted.

It is worth mentioning that in both solutions, the DBESS
control is supplemented with a day-ahead planning algo-
rithm following the analysis presented in [6] to ensure the
availability of the DBESS in the VR process of the next
day. Moreover, both solutions respect the technical limits of
DRES/DBESS, i.e., the maximum active and reactive power
that each DRES/DBESS can exchange with the grid.

B. VUM Techniques

The main idea behind VUM is to reallocate the output
power of each DRES/DBESS among the three phases in order
to reduce the asymmetry of the POI voltage, which, in turn,
leads to a reduction of the voltage asymmetries in the whole
network. It is evident that this solution can be only applied to
DRESs/DBESSs with three-phase configuration. Two types of
VUM techniques are examined, i.e., the damping conductance
and the susceptance control schemes, that are described below:

1) Damping conductance control (DCC): In this case, the
DRES/DBESS injects negative- and zero-sequence currents
that are proportional to the negative- and zero-sequence POI
voltages, respectively; thus, operating as a virtual conductance
[5]. The value of the damping conductance is determined with
respect to the POI voltage following a droop-based control
scheme. This solution is also combined with a P (V ) droop
control scheme to avoid potential overvoltages.

2) Damping susceptance control (DSC): Contrary to the
solution proposed in [5], the DRES/DBESS operates as a vir-
tual susceptance by reallocating only the output reactive power
among the three phases [6]. This enables the DRES/DBESS
to contribute to the VUM of the network, irrespective of the
availability of the primary energy source and DBESS.



C. PS Algorithms

Three well-established PS techniques are considered,
namely the RRL, the MA, and LPF algorithms, that are
briefly presented below. Note that, a thorough analysis of the
examined PS techniques is presented in [19].

1) RRL algorithm: Assuming a given time instant t, this
algorithm consists of two main steps. The first step deals
with the ramp-rate calculation which is defined as ∆P/∆τ .
Here, ∆P is the difference between the maximum power
point (MPP) of the DRES primary source at the current
time instant (P t

MPP) and the DRES output power of the
previous time instant (P t−∆τ

DRES). The second step determines
the smoothed DRES active power injected to the grid at time
instant t (P t

DRES). Specifically, in case the calculated ramp-
rate exceeds the permissible limits, i.e., RRmin or RRmax,
P t
DRES is saturated and is set equal to P t−∆τ

DRES +RRmin∆τ or
P t−∆τ
DRES +RRmax∆τ , respectively. Otherwise, no saturation is

applied and P t
DRES is set equal to P t

MPP.
2) MA algorithm: This is a FA-based solution where the

DRES output power at time instant t (P t
DRES) is calculated by

averaging the corresponding MPP values within a predefined
moving window (N∆τ ) as follows:

P t
DRES =

1

N

N∑
i=0

P t−i∆τ
MPP (1)

where N stands for the number of the samples preceding time
instant t.

3) LPF algorithm: This constitutes an alternative FA-based
solution where a discrete implementation of the first-order LPF
is used to smooth the DRES output power at time instant t as
follows:

P t
DRES =

2Tlpf −∆τ

2Tlpf +∆τ
P t−∆τ
DRES+

∆τ

2Tlpf +∆τ
(P t

MPP+P t−∆τ
MPP )

(2)
where Tlpf is the time constant of the LPF.

As a common characteristic, all the above PS algorithms are
enhanced with the SoC recovery mechanism proposed in [13]
to ensure that the energy stored in the DBESS returns back
to a predefined set-point (Eref

DBESS) after the PS is finished.
Assuming a given time instant t, this is attained by subtracting
the term k

(
Eref

DBESS − Et
DBESS

)
from P t

MPP and forwarding
it to the corresponding PS algorithm. Here, Et

DBESS stands for
the stored energy of the DBESS at time instant t and k is a
proportional gain.

III. SYSTEM UNDER STUDY

To assess the performance of the data-driven control
schemes, quasi-static simulations are conducted on the MV-
LV distribution network depicted in Fig. 1 using OpenDSS
and MATLAB [20], [21]. The former is used as an unbalanced
power flow solver and the latter is utilized for the modeling of
data-driven control schemes. The network is composed of two
benchmark sub-grids, i.e., the 12.66 kV, 33-bus MV network
of [22] and the IEEE 0.4 kV European LV test feeder of [15],
which are connected via a 12.66/0.4 kV transformer with a
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Fig. 1. Single-line diagram of the examined MV-LV network.

rated power of 800 kVA, short-circuit voltage of 4 %, and
full load losses equal to 0.4 %. To overcome the absence
of DRESs/DBESSs in the original network configurations, 35
and 64 PVs/DBESSs are added in the MV and LV sub-grids,
respectively. All DBESSs provide PS and are divided into
two groups based on whether they have VR/VUM capability
(BT2) or not (BT1). It is worth mentioning that BT2 are
placed at the most distant network nodes since they are
prone to voltage violations/asymmetries. Details regarding the
synergistic implementation of the examined control schemes
as well as the connection node and the installed capacity
of the PVs/DBESSs are provided in [23]. Finally, the mini-
mum/maximum voltage limits are set to 0.95/1.05 pu for the
MV sub-grid and 0.9/1.1 pu for the LV sub-grid.

Concerning the examined PS algorithms, the following
parameters are considered: (a) the proportional gain k is set
to 2, (b) RRmin and RRmax of the RRL method are set to
−0.0015PVcap kW/s and +0.0015PVcap kW/s, respectively,
where PVcap is the installed capacity of each PV unit, (c) the
length of the moving window (N∆τ ) in the MA technique is
50 s and (d) the time constant of the LPF (Tlpf ) is equal to
615 s. Furthermore, in both VUM implementation, the damp-
ing conductance/susceptance is 1 pu. Note that, VUM is ap-
plied only to the unbalanced, due to the connection of single-
phase loads, LV sub-grid. Finally, the voltage thresholds (in
pu) for the Q(V )−P (V ) droop control scheme applied to the
MV sub-grid are [0.95, 0.96, 0.96, 0.97, 1.03, 1.04, 1.04, 1.05]
[14]. Regarding the LV sub-grid, the solution proposed in [5]
is adopted combining a P (V ) droop control with the VUM.
The voltage thresholds (in pu) of this droop control scheme
are [1.07, 1.09, 1.1].

The simulation period is considered one day with time
resolution of 1 min. The LV and MV load demand profiles
are derived from [15] and [24], respectively. Two types of



simulations are performed assuming generation profiles for a
sunny and a cloudy day [25].

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Scope of this section is to discuss and analyze the main
outcomes derived from the quasi-static simulations. The anal-
ysis is divided into three main parts which are presented in
the following subsections.

A. MV-LV Interaction

This subsection investigates the impact of the VR, and
specifically of PIC, on the performance of the MV-LV network
in terms of maintaining the voltages within the permissible
limits. Assuming the sunny day case, the following scenarios
are examined: PIC is applied to: (a) MV sub-grid, (b) LV
sub-grid, and (c) overall distribution network (both MV and
LV sub-grids). The corresponding voltage profiles for two
indicative network nodes are depicted in Fig. 2.

According to Figs. 2a and 2b, it can be observed that the
activation of the PIC method in only one sub-grid (i.e., either
the MV or the LV) cannot efficiently address voltage violations
in this part of the network, let alone in the sub-grid where the
PIC is deactivated. For example, let us assume the activation
of the PIC only in the LV sub-grid. As shown in Fig. 2b,
overvoltages at the LV nodes continue to exist even after the
activation of the PIC method. This is attributed to the fact
that the available active/reactive power of the PVs/DBESSs
is not sufficient to tackle overvoltages in this sub-grid. The
same conclusion can be drawn when the PIC is applied only
to the MV sub-grid, as verified in Fig. 2a. On the contrary,
in case the PIC method is applied to both MV and LV sub-
grids, the actions taken from the PVs/DBESSs for the VR of
one sub-grid, contribute also to the VR of the other sub-grid.
As a result, the network voltages are maintained within the
permissible limits as shown in Fig. 2c.

From the above, it can be inferred that additional in-
vestments in active/reactive power availability from the
PVs/DBESSs can be deferred in case a cooperative proce-
dure is adopted towards VR on both MV and LV sub-grids.
Additionally, this analysis highlights the need to consider both
grid levels when investigating the performance of VR methods,
since more accurate and realistic results can be obtained by
taking into account the interaction between MV and LV sub-
grids. Note that, similar conclusions can be drawn when the
PC is applied for the VR of the MV-LV network.

B. Provision of Multi-Services

In this subsection, the concurrent operation of the VR,
VUM, and PS control schemes is investigated for the cloudy
day case. The PIC and DSC schemes are used for VR and
VUM of the MV-LV network. The adopted PS control schemes
are the LPF, the MA, and the RRL methods. Note that,
according to [6], the performance of the PIC method is not
influenced by the DSC method and vice versa, since they are
fully decoupled due to their implementation in the symmetrical
components domain. As a result, only the impact of PS control

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Daily profile of the positive-sequence voltage at nodes 17 (MV) and
652 (LV). PIC is applied to: (a) MV sub-grid, (b) LV sub-grid, and (c) both
MV and LV sub-grids.
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Fig. 3. Cumulative distribution function. (a) VUF2 and (b) VUF0.

schemes on the VUM and VR of the MV-LV network is
examined in this study.

Concerning VUM, the cumulative distribution function of
the negative- (VUF2) and zero-sequence voltage unbalance
factors (VUF0) of the LV sub-grid voltages for all the ex-
amined combinations of control techniques are presented in
Fig. 3. It can be observed that PIC control scheme leads to the
highest network asymmetries. On the contrary, the activation
of the DSC (PIC-DSC scenario) reduces significantly VUF0
and VUF2. Furthermore, PS activation does not affect the



Section A 

Fig. 4. Daily reactive power profile of the DBESS located at node 16 (MV).

TABLE I
IMPACT OF MULTI-SERVICES PROVISION ON THE REACTIVE ENERGY

USAGE (KVARH)

PIC PIC-DSC PIC-DSC-RRL

MV Sub-grid 2739.88 2739.12 2606.51

LV Sub-grid 381.03 381.22 388.58

TABLE II
IMPACT OF MULTI-SERVICES PROVISION ON THE wBUI OF DBESSS

PIC PIC-DSC PIC-DSC-RRL

MV Sub-grid ≃0 ≃0 72.96

LV Sub-grid 0.36 0.36 33.00

VUM process, as shown in Fig. 3. The main reason lies on the
fact that the PS techniques affect only the positive-sequence
DRES active power injected to the grid. This, in turn, leads
to a small variation of the positive-sequence network voltages
that merely affects VUF0 and VUF2.

Regarding VR, Fig. 4 shows the output reactive power of an
indicative DBESS. It can be realized that the activation of the
PS algorithm, i.e., RRL in this example, reduces noticeably
the amount of the reactive power needed for VR. This is also
evident in Table I where the overall reactive energy used for
the VR of the MV-LV network is presented. In particular,
the concurrent operation of VR, VUM, and PS algorithms
reduces the overall reactive energy by 4.01 % compared to
the case the PS is not used, indicating that the introduction
of PS algorithms can lead to a more efficient VR in terms of
required reactive energy. However, the activation of the RRL
leads to increased DBESS utilization, as shown in Table II
where the weighted DBESSs utilization index (wBUI) of [6]
is used to quantify the energy provided/stored by all DBESSs
as a percentage of the total installed DBESS capacity. From
Tables I and II, the decoupling between PIC and DSC is also
evident, as both the DBESS utilization and the overall used
reactive energy are not influenced by the activation of the DSC.

C. Comparative Assessment of Control Schemes

In this subsection, a comparative analysis is performed to
assess the presented data-driven control schemes, in terms of
VR, network losses, DBESS utilization, etc., assuming both a
cloudy and a sunny day. Specifically, the PIC-DSC solution
proposed in [6] is compared with respect to the PC-DCC

Section B 

wBUI 

VR: 0.3558 (LV) ~0 (MV) 

VR+VUM: 0.3565 (LV) ~0 (MV) 

VR+VUM+RRL: 33.0253 (LV) 72.9894 (MV) 

Q_exchanged (PV+BES mazi) 

VR: 381.0344 kVarh (LV) + 2739.8771 kVarh (MV)

VR+VUM: 381.2161 kVarh (LV) + 2739.1191 kVarh (MV)

VR+VUM+RRL: 388.3101 kVarh (LV) + 2606.3148 kVarh (MV) 

Fig. 5. Daily profiles of the positive-sequence voltage at node 652 (LV).
(a) PIC-DSC and (b) the PC-DCC schemes.
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Fig. 6. Total energy losses for different control schemes.

scheme proposed in [5] assuming also the concurrent operation
of three different PS algorithms, i.e., RRL, MA, and LPF. Note
that, PS techniques are examined considering a cloudy day.
The daily voltage profiles of an indicative network node and
the network losses are presented in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.
Moreover, the weighted DBESSs utilization index (wBUI)
and the overall reactive energy used for VR are shown in
Tables III and IV.

The PIC-DSC scheme outperforms the PC-DCC scheme in
terms of VR, network losses, DBESS utilization, and reactive
energy used for VR. This is an inherent drawback of the PC
schemes and especially of the Q(V ), P (V ) droop control
schemes, since the reactive/active power control is activated
before reaching the corresponding permissible limits. There-
fore, high amounts of unnecessary reactive power flow within
the MV-LV network that significantly increase the network
losses compared the PIC-DSC scheme, as shown in Fig. 6.
Additionally, according to Table III, it can be observed that the
DBESS utilization is also increased due to the use of droop
control schemes, jeopardizing the VR process. This can be
also substantiated from Fig. 5b, where the overvoltages cannot
be addressed in case of a sunny day since the corresponding
DBESSs have reached their maximum storing capability lim-
its. Finally, among the examined PS techniques, RRL leads to
the lowest DBESS utilization and reactive energy usage for
both PIC-DSC and PC-DCC schemes, are shown in Tables III
and IV, respectively.



TABLE III
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT CONTROL SCHEMES ON THE wBUI OF DBESSS

MV Sub-grid LV Sub-grid

PC-DCC PIC-DSC PC-DCC PIC-DSC

RRL 73.00 72.96 38.93 33.00

MA 188.65 188.64 91.51 84.43

LPF 194.12 194.12 93.91 86.86

TABLE IV
IMPACT OF DIFFERENT CONTROL SCHEMES ON THE REACTIVE ENERGY

USAGE (KVARH)

MV Sub-grid LV Sub-grid

PC-DCC PIC-DSC PC-DCC PIC-DSC

RRL
DBESS 2577.13 874.71 0.00 209.85

PV 7548.96 1731.81 0.00 178.73

MA
DBESS 2586.42 910.93 0.00 211.65

PV 7605.34 1859.91 0.00 180.30

LPF
DBESS 2581.67 906.02 0.00 211.26

PV 7590.79 1853.10 0.00 180.03

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a comprehensive investigation to assess the
impact of the most well-established, data-driven VR, VUM,
and PS control strategies in MV-LV distribution networks was
conducted. This was attained via quasi-static simulations on
a MV-LV distribution network consisting of two benchmark
MV and LV sub-grids.

Simulation results revealed a strong interaction between
MV and LV when assessing the impact of VR. As a result,
it is of high importance to consider both grid levels when
investigating the performance of VR methods; this also leads
to a more realistic grid behavior when evaluating various
control schemes. Additionally, the concurrent operation of
PS techniques and VR methods can contribute to a more
efficient VR in terms of reducing the required reactive energy
at the expense of increasing DBESS utilization. Furthermore,
it was identified that the impact of the PS techniques on the
performance of the VUM methods is negligible. Finally, it was
shown that the DBESS utilization and overall reactive energy
used for VR are not influenced by applying the DSC scheme
concurrently to the PIC method.
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